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Marketing Mindset Mastery 
 

Session Three: 

 
Who are your competitors? 

 
(know your niche, find your USA, possible 

JV partners and back-end sales) 
 
 
 
Mark: This is session three. What we are going to talk about tonight is who your 

competitors are, in other words knowing your niche, finding your USA, 
finding possible JV partners and looking at the possibility of back-end 
sales further on down the road.  

 
 What we want to do tonight is basically snoop on your competitors, do a 

little competitive research. One of the easiest ways to learn more about 
your target market niche is to research your competitors.  

 
 There is your first fill-in-the-blank on your handout. The things you are 

going to learn from them are what benefits are being offered, in other 
words everything the customer gets, whatever it is in their package they’re 
offering their customers. All these things are important to the customers, 
the sales points they’re going to get by buying your competitor’s package. 

 
 You want to keep track of all your competitors to see what benefits they 

might be offering in their package that you are not. You also want to look 
at your competitors to see what benefits they’re offering that the other 
competitors may not be. You are able to find all kinds of benefits that you 
can build into your product or service that ends up being unique; way 
above what your competition is doing. 

 
 The second blank is what offers are being made? The offers are basically, 

what do they get. That’s a really important thing.  
 
 If you remember the WHOA System where “W” stands for deliver your 

message to a market that Wants it, “H” stands for Headline, “O” stands for 
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your Offer and the “A” stands for the call to Action. The offer is what they 
get for the money they’re paying you. 

 
 You want to look at the different offers that are being made by your 

competitors to see what kinds of packages they’re putting together. What 
kinds of bells and whistles do people get? What is the guarantee? What is 
the price of the package, everything all wrapped up into what they call the 
offer.  

 
 The third thing to look at is what price is being charged? You have to be 

concerned about price, however if you are actually delivering a product or 
service of higher quality, there is always the possibility of charging a 
higher price. Even if you could charge the same price and deliver more 
even value for that price, that’s going to push you to a competitive 
advantage also.  

 
 The next blank, what approaches are being used? What I mean by 

approaches is you have been doing a lot of psychological research into 
your market the last couple of weeks trying to understand the emotional 
state of where your market niche prospect is. 

 
 What approach do you take? What kind of stories do you tell? Look at 

your competitors to see if, indeed, they’re actually telling stories of human 
interest and trying to develop that relationship and empathy for whatever 
problems the customer wants to solve, or the hope of the goals that your 
customer wants to achieve. Those are the main things that people are 
always trying to do.  

 
 We want to play into that and show our empathy by coming in with the 

right approach. There are many different ways to start off your sales letter 
or your first communication to get them into the whole process. 

 
 We want to look and see how the competitors are doing that to see how 

they may be doing it in a way you didn’t think of or just a way that’s 
obviously goofy. Or, they may not be doing it at all, which is probably 
going to be the case.  

 
 All the things you are learning from me are things that most people, and I 

mean 99% of business owners, whether it be brick and mortar offline or 
online Internet, or a combination of the two…most people never ever get 
to this level that you are at right now. 
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 This is the kind of stuff that’s going to put you on the same side of the 
table as the customer, which is always the side of the table you want to be 
on.  

 
 The next thing you want to take a look at is what kind of guarantees are 

being made? 
 
 Some products and services you can’t really guarantee, for whatever 

reason. But, most products and services absolutely ought to have some 
kind of guarantee, and you probably should have the longest possible 
guarantee you can do. One of the reasons why is because the longer the 
guarantee, the less returns you will have.  

 
 It’s is a quirk of human nature in that we are all so busy that if you give me 

a one week free look, I am going to do everything possible to see if I really 
like or dislike this thing in seven days. 

 
 If you give me a 30-day guarantee that takes some of that pressure off to 

where I know I have 30 days to play around with it. Maybe I’ll goof around 
with it for the first couple of days and test it out. Then I’ll determine it’s 
okay. If something else comes up on my front burner and catches my 
attention, I’m off in a whole different direction. It’s just the way humans are 
built psychologically. 

 
 If you make a 30-day guarantee, it’s better than a seven day or a two 

week one. A 30-day compared to 90-day guarantee will result in even less 
returns. The longer the guarantee you can give, the better off you will be. 
You will have fewer returns.  

 
It will actually increase sales. It will make people feel more comfortable 
that you are completely confident in the quality of your product because 
you are giving guarantees that are double, triple, five or ten times longer 
than your competition. 

 
 Put a star by that. Guarantees are very, very important.  
 
 The next blank, what USA, if any, are being used? We are going to talk 

about USAs here in a second.  
 
 The next one is what kind of back-end offers are being made? To do that 

you are probably going to have to get on their list, assuming they have a 
list you can get on. You might be able to figure it out from their website, 
but most of the time you are not going to see the back-end offers until 
either you get on their list or you actually purchase their product.  
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 Competitive research: It would be smart, at some point, if you narrow it 

down to the top three, four or five of your competitors, to purchase 
something from them. Then you are going to find out how they treat their 
customers. You are getting savvy in your marketing.  

 
 Let me enlighten you a little bit more. A lot of times, we will acquire a 

customer either at breakeven, profit or at a loss, just to get that customer 
in the door. 

 
 Then the real profits are made through repeat sales and back-end sales of 

other products and services you can provide them, whether you come up 
with them or you acquire them in a joint venture situation with another 
company or person to work with.  

 
 Why is that important? If you can acquire customers at either breakeven 

or at a loss, your competitors typically will not understand this concept. 
 
 They’re trying to make all their money in a one-time sale, and most people 

just don’t get the concept of the repeat sales from their customers and 
how to nurture that relationship, so that you are not only getting that first 
sale...you are getting so much more money over what is called lifetime 
value of that customer, the length that they remain your customer, all the 
different ways you can communicate with them and bring more value to 
that relationship between you, the business and the people you serve as 
your customers. 

 
 Be on the lookout for the back-end offers that are being made by your 

competitors.   
 
 Another concept that comes to mind, you may see some back-end offers 

that are pretty good and you may want to jot down some ideas. They may 
already have some relationships on a joint venture basis with other 
people, and you can immediately know that those are some people you 
may want to contact also. 

 
 Understand that, you found out from website A that they communicate and 

do business with website B on a joint venture relationship. You are trying 
to mooch in on that angle with website B. Just be careful in your approach. 
This is not anything you have to do right now, we are going to talk about 
joint ventures later on and how to deal with those kinds of things. A lot of 
what we are doing right now is getting some of the research and the 
mindset of your competitors so that you can garner the information from 
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them to use to your advantage, plus at the same time, find out which ones 
are really sharp that you may want to joint venture with in the future.  

 
 The last one is, what joint ventures, if any, are being used? I talked about 

that a little bit. Always be on the lookout for people who look like they may 
be doing joint ventures. It’s going to be so much easier, if someone is 
already doing them for you to contact them…they’re already up to 
speed… they’re already educated… they’re already enjoying the 
benefits… at that point, it’s just being able to present your offer. You do 
the work. They get to put money in the bank. That’s the concept you really 
have to work with.  

 
 Let’s talk about finding out what benefits are offered.  
 

Why is that important to you? 
 
Participant: It might give us insight into what our marketplace is looking for. 
 
Mark: She brings up a good point of looking at the benefits that other people are 

offering. You can believe that they probably spent some time and energy 
on trying to figure out what benefits their customers enjoy.  

 
 Just by doing a little research and reading what they’re doing,  you garner 

that information from them and you just shortcut maybe weeks, months, 
years, $1,000, $10,000, $100,000 or $1,000,000 worth of research just 
because you took a few minutes to find out what benefits they’re offering 
those customers.  

 
 That’s a great point. 
 
Participant: You could improve on the benefits or actually offer something very similar, 

but in a different way. Word it differently. That would be more into the 
mindset that you are using with your story in your sales letter, something 
along those lines. 

 
Mark: That’s a terrific point… the point of differences. We are going to talk about 

that in a second. Does anyone else have a comment on benefits? 
 
Participant: Basically our function is to build value. If we know the values that our 

competitors are building in the marketplace, we can find a way to out-
create that and basically add more value to our proposition. 

 
Mark: I am going to ask him to define value. That word gets thrown around a lot, 

doesn’t it? 
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Participant: It sure does.  
 
Mark: How would you define that? 
 
Participant: Value is the idea in the customer’s mind related to the solution that your 

product will offer for them. 
 
Mark: I think you are right on the right track. It’s a psychological thing, isn’t it? 

The customer feels like they got more benefit than the money they had to 
give up to get it.  

 
Participant: Absolutely. Everybody on this call has probably seen two products that are 

very similar, if not identical. One can manage to charge twice as much and 
do twice as well because of the value the marketing proposition has 
answered. The first idea that comes to mind for me is audio on websites. 
There are many people competing for it and some at rock bottom prices. 

 
 The benefits all seem to be relatively similar if you just were to look at it 

from a dollar and cents point of view. However, if you look at the values 
the leaders have established it has basically been the key to escalating 
their success.  

 
Mark: That’s right. It’s very much the whole package, the whole offer. How 

valuable is it to the consumer, to what they can do with it, whether it 
solves their problem or helps them get to where they want to go? That’s 
terrific. Thank you.  

 
 Is there anybody else? 
 
Participant: I was just going to say there is another thing to consider there, perceived 

value. You increase the value in words and make it look like It’s worth a lot 
more than the actual value they have to pay for it. If they have to pay 
$39.95 for something and they perceive it to be worth $400 in bonuses, all 
then that’s a high perceived value.  

 
Mark: All of us that go to live seminars. It may cost you $1,000 or $2,000 to go 

for a weekend, but that one idea you take home, implement and actually 
take action on, can pay for itself how many times over? Just name a 
number. It’s not the cost of something. It’s what that something ends up 
doing for you in benefit. 
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 That’s what you have to present to your prospect and your customer, what 
they’re getting out of the deal and it only costs this. That’s what is called 
bringing value to the relationship.  

 
We just talked about benefits, okay let’s go to offers.  
 
How about creating offers? What kinds of things are included in the offer?  

 
Participant: The offer basically includes all those benefits that you promised in your 

copy and your sales letter that the recipient is going to derive as a result of 
using your product or services. So the offer is an encapsulation of all 
those benefits whether real or perceived by the recipient.  

 
Mark: Okay. So it almost summarizes and puts it together in manageable 

chunks. 
 
Participant: Pretty much. 
 
Mark: Would that be a common way to explain that, maybe? Did everybody grab 

onto that concept? The offer is like you take their hand and say, “You get 
this one, two, three, four, five things.”  

 
 Those five things represent all those other benefits that are plugged into 

those five things you make as part of your offer.  
 
 Are there any other comments on offers?  
 
 Actually, the next few things are parts of the offer.  
 

Let’s talk about price a little bit. 
 
 Sometimes you come in where you package up things at an incredible 

value. You offer it at the same price as your competitors. This makes you 
an obvious choice to purchase from as long as everything else is working 
okay.  

 
 You can also position yourself on the bargain level too. If you do that, you 

will obviously have to sell by volume to make your profits. So that’s not 
always the best strategy. 

 
 Typically, if you are having to compete on price, go for adding more value 

like we have been talking about; more packaging, more bonuses, tell them 
more benefits. Let them have their dollar stretch even further than what 
your competition is offering.  
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 Let’s talk about approaches. Does anybody have any insight into why it’s 

so important for you to look at the approach and the empathy that your 
competitors are having with your prospects and customers?  

 
Participant: In one of my markets, there is no sales letter. There is no me to you. 

There is no personal touch that’s warm. And that company, one of the top 
ones in the market, still does well.  

 
 If you differentiate your approach to being more human, more like you and 

me so your target audiences can identify with you better, you may have 
crossed out a sub-niche or a part of your competitors niche that they’re not 
servicing. 

 
 Even the part they’re partly servicing may still choose to become yours 

because you serviced them in a different way and on the personal level.  
 
Mark: Terrific insight. Anyone else? 
 
Participant: We are always closer to those people who show us empathy at all levels. 

If we approach them showing some empathy, definitely they will be more 
open to read what we offering to them. This is how I see it.  

 
 The approach must not let them see that we want to sell them something. 

We want to give a solution to a problem that they have.   
 
Mark: First, It’s very important they have to feel you actually care and 

understand them, yes? 
 
Participant: Yes, exactly. 
 
Mark: Always be mindful of that in any relationship you have. The only way the 

relationship is going to progress is if people feel that you actually 
understand and care about them.  

 
 At that point, they will open up and that relationship will start to flow and 

grow. That’s so, so very important in business. There are personal 
relationships. A lot of times, we have the same kinds of problems and the 
fix is to be caring, understanding and patient in the growth and time that it 
takes to develop that relationship.  

 
 One of the insights I would like to share with you about approaches is 

storytelling. If you are trying to explain the concept to a child, for instance, 
we really have to tell them the concepts based in a story. That’s why there 
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are all those so-called fairy tales that were dreamed up over the years. 
That’s why we read stories to our kids, is that they can relate to those 
stories. 

 
 Kids relate to them even though they may not get all the meaning those 

stories have. A lot of times, later on in life we look back at those stories 
when we are telling them to our kids and grandkids. They mean so much 
more to us as adults because now we have some more mileage in our 
experience. We can relate to the concepts that the story teller originally 
was trying to convey. 

 
 My point is, in your approach, storytelling works. People respond to 

stories. That’s how we learn a lot of our information during our early years. 
It’s how people really respond in a relationship situation in learning about 
new things, is when people relate their stories.  

 
 That’s why testimonials work so well, not testimonials that say, “Hey this is 

the greatest product. I think it’s terrific. You should buy it.” – but rather, 
“Here was my situation before and I tried everything else. Then I finally 
found this product or service and here is what I really liked about it. It 
didn’t do this for me but oh my, gosh it solved all these other problems that 
I have been working on for so long.”  

 
 That kind of a story ends up being a great testimonial.  
 

Stories in your sales letters or your web pages, or if It’s a brick and mortar 
business where your salespeople are talking, we have to create stories to 
help people understand the benefits you are offering and which they 
receive. 

 
 That’s what I mean by what kind of approach do you come in at? How do 

you start the story to get their attention? What is the opening line that 
draws people into it? What is the opening paragraph that sets up the 
story? How the whole thing develops and unfolds? It’s so very, very 
important to look at the approaches that your competitors are using in your 
marketplace.  

 
 What about guarantees? Why do you like to have things guaranteed?  
 
Participant: So I don’t make a bad buying decision. 
 
Mark: Right. So if things don’t work out, you know you can get your money back. 

Now, if you had a choice between two different places where you could 
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buy something, one had a guarantee and one didn’t, what becomes your 
choice?  

 
Participant: The one that had the guarantee. 
 
Mark: Right. Let’s say they had exactly the same product. Down here, my grass 

is growing so I am always thinking about lawn mowers and lawn tractors 
at this time of year.  

 
 What if I was in a purchase for a new lawn tractor and I went to two 

different dealers with exactly the same lawn tractor? One was guaranteed 
for a year and one was guaranteed for two years for the same price. 
Which one would I buy?  

 
Participant: The one guaranteed for two years. That’s a no-brainer. 
 
Mark: It’s. Now, why would a shop owner make that guarantee?  
 
Participant: He has confidence in his product. 
 
Mark: Is he probably going to have some more guarantee work to do? The 

company is only going to guarantee it for one year. Right? He is taking the 
risk for that second year. 

 
Participant: But he is also building customer relationships.  
 
Mark: His sales on the front end are probably going to do what? 
 
Participant: They’re going to grow. 
 
Mark: Yes, they’re going to go through the roof! He will end up buying out his 

competitor just by this one strategy of doubling a guarantee or making it 
longer.  

 
Participant: Another thing is he also knows your needs change. Whatever you buy 

today, in a year or two you may not want that.  
 
Mark: That’s right. You may need a bigger, better and faster model. 
 
Participant: And even if you have a problem, you may need a bigger and better thing, 

you could say, “Oh that’s because.” 
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Mark: And then, if he could work the trade in or at least do it on consignment, he 
can help you sell that one to get you into the new one. Do you see how 
these relationships evolve?  

 
 You just have to do a little bit better than the competition. It elevates you 

right up above everything. People see you as the choice. It’s for all these 
reasons that we are talking about this. Each one of these things adds to it 
and adds to it and adds to it. That’s how you leverage up the value we 
were talking about a second ago.  

 
 Guarantees are really important. We are going to talk about USA here in 

just a second.  
 
 Back-end offers: You all hear me talk about back-end offers a lot. Explain 

it back to me, the value of back-end offers or why those are so important.   
 
Participant: You’ve already got your customer. So the acquisition costs are already 

done. The back-end of a customer doesn’t cost you anything. 
 
Mark: That’s right. The biggest expense is acquiring the customer on the front 

end isn’t it? After they become a customer, if you are smart about your 
relationships with them, that’s the cheapest sales you will ever make. You 
have virtually no expense in the transaction. It’s so much easier to sell 
something or have somebody buy something from you if they already 
know you, like you and trust you. 

 
 These are the three big steps that people have to go through. Those are 

broad territories. Those three things; know you, like you and trust you has 
to happen before anybody is going to buy from you, whether it be a 
business, a relationship, an idea or whatever you are trying to do. People 
have to know you, like you and trust you before that will happen.   

 
 We talked about joint venture partners. Why is it important, at this stage of 

the game especially to start thinking about joint venture partners and who 
they may be joint venturing with?  

 
Participant: It’s the fastest way to expand your business. 
 
Mark: It’s a very quick way to expand your business. That’s absolutely right. 
 
Participant: Normally It’s low cost to get in, as well.  
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Mark: It’s one of the great things about joint ventures, isn’t it?. There can be 
costs up front, but the costs are so minimal compared to trying to buy 
advertising and move into markets that you aren’t known in.  

 
 It’s so much easier to leverage off other people’s time, experience, money, 

employees, staff, infrastructure and you name it. It’s just a terrific way to 
go about growing your business. 

 
 A few minutes ago, we talked about the benefits and the offers…the next 

section down here is a really important principle you need to understand.  
 
 Here is another fill in the blank… 
 

Differences sell.  
 
By going through these eight or nine things right above what we 
discovered, and you helped define this… is that differences are the things 
that sell.  
 
You can’t just be “me too.” 

  
 “I sell it too. Buy from me.”  
 

That doesn’t work. You have to show people the reasons why you are 
better. The thing that will show them is by you bringing out why you are 
different.  
 
It’s not me too. It’s me one.  

 
 I don’t know how to describe that. It’s just that we are unique. There is 

only one place where you can get this particular deal. It’s up to you as the 
business owner to come up with that unique proposition. 

 
 The next section, the next line at the bottom of the page, you must have a 

“unique selling advantage”. We’re going to call that USA for short. Other 
people have called that unique selling proposition.  

 
 There are a few different terms for it. I tend to like unique selling 

advantage.  
 

What kind of advantage are you presenting your customer so that they 
would like to buy from you? 
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 You maybe want to flip it around to unique buying advantage, take it from 
a customer’s perspective. What kinds of things differentiate products and 
services?  

 
Participant: The quality of it. 
 
Mark: And what defines quality? There are a lot of variables that would go into 

that. Right? 
 
Participant: Yes. For example, there are two mechanics. Both are good and they have 

the same price, but one is better at adjustments. Humans will always go to 
the best in everything.  

 
 If both mechanics have a good reputation but one of them has the 

advantage because he can give a better adjustment to your car, even if 
the other one has a good reputation and will charge the same price, you 
will go that one because you get the advantage and your car will be better 
serviced. 

 
Mark: I would love to find a car mechanic that uses this USA, “We fix it right the 

first time.” See, you all are laughing because you know what I mean, don’t 
you?  

 
 You take it to this shop and they say they’re going to fix it and of course, 

they have your car for at least one day, if not two. You had to drive it down 
and make arrangements, so you had a friend or family member take you, 
and all the headaches with that. 

 
 You are without the vehicle, and the next day, you have to do all that 

planning again. You get the car back and the second, third or fourth day 
down the road, the thing is still not fixed or something else is wrong now.   

 
 So what do you have to do? You have to call up and go through all this 

rigamarole with them and take it back down. And of course they say, 
“Okay, we will fix it.” But it has cost you time, money and aggravation. It’s 
a really frustrating experience.  

 
 Whereas maybe somebody could say, “We fix it right the first time” or, 

“We’ll pick you up at your house and take the car back at our expense.” 
“We’ll give you a loaner car” In other words tilt the playing field the other 
way to the customer. I think if a garage shop would do something like that 
everybody else would be out of business, right? 
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Participant: The unique selling proposition that I would go for at a car dealership or 
garage would be, “If there is a funny noise, bring it in early and let us look 
at it for free.” Everybody puts off everything because they think, “Oh man, 
this is going to take a day.” But if they just had a “Drop-in. We will figure 
out what the funny noise is” program,. that would just endear me.  

 
Mark: Like automobile triage. 
 
Participant: Yes, exactly. It’s like, “Okay, we’ll fix it temporarily and then we’ll set you 

up with an appointment” or “We’ll fix it permanently if we can.” That’s the 
piece that I think would work. 

 
Mark: Terrific idea. 
 
Participant: So what we are saying here is perhaps you take a niche market that you 

are working in or thinking about going in. You find out the biggest 
dissatisfaction that the current customers have with those people who are 
already providing the service, if it’s a service industry or product. And 
that’s what you key-in on if you can possibly bring it off.  

 
Mark: Wonderfully said. It’s one of the things we are going to do in that 

Mastermind Workshop. You will be amazed at what will come out of the 
mouths of the people sitting with you when they hear the kind of projects 
you are working on and the input you get. It will be similar to what you are 
getting right now.  

 
 We are just doing a quick version of this. When we get your project on the 

table, we are not going to dissect and tear it apart, we are just going to 
take a look at it and make these kinds of comments, “You know, in my 
experience, here are my frustrations and dissatisfactions with people in 
your industry.” 

 
 You get all these prospective customers laying out exactly what’s 

bothering them with the industry, if you take all that back home and patch 
it up and fix it up and make that part of your offer, that you have come up 
with those solutions, you are way, way ahead of your competition. You 
understand why we would want to do that and the benefit to you? Yes! 

 
Participant: Absolutely, I would like to have that on everything I do.  
 
Mark: Wouldn’t that be great? It would be terrific just to have a session, even on 

the telephone. That’s another idea we could do. That would be good. We 
may do that.  
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 Let’s flip the page. We talked about unique selling advantage.  
 

Opposites tend to differentiate; faster, slower, larger, smaller, more 
expensive, less expensive, guarantees shorter, guarantees longer. 

 
 Every time you are looking at a feature of your product or service which is 

what it is, rather than the benefit, look at differentiating by using opposites. 
If they’re zigging, you want to be zagging.  

 
 Sometimes you will find your competitors have figured out some really 

good benefits and great features. You want to include all that stuff, but you 
want to incorporate from all your competitive marketplace as much as you 
possibly can into your one package so that you are the ultimate package 
that lifts you up higher than what everybody can get from every other 
competitor. They don’t have to piece it together. You have put the whole 
puzzle together and presented the big picture.  

 
I just told you a story there. I hope that related that concept. Do you see 
how you can use stories to help?  

 
 Okay, let’s look at the top of the second page on USA.  
 

Here is my little definition that has developed over the years… 
 
The concisely stated reasons why someone should buy from you rather 
than your competitors, rather than doing it themselves or doing nothing at 
all and why they should do it now. 

 
 Each one of those little pieces of that sentence is really important. You 

have to “Give the reasons why they should buy from you rather than from 
your competitors”. We have talked about that a little bit.  

 
 The next part is “Rather than doing it themselves”. You are trying to be of 

service to somebody and you are trying to trade their dollars for your 
solutions.  

 
There has to be a tradeoff to them, because this concept of time, money 
and experience: We have to show people that their time is more valuable 
than their money, that it would take them too long to gain the experience 
or that it would be too frustrating for them to try to solve their problem or 
achieve their goal without our help. 

 
 I have always said the only reasons people should pay me is if I can save 

them time, money and frustration or help them make money also. I want to 
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help people in things they’re short of and help them make more of what 
they want.  

 
“Or doing nothing at all.” – that’s hat’s the other option we all have to 
combat.  
 
People are good at doing what? … Nothing!  
 
We want to make sure we give them the reasons why they should not do 
nothing. 

 
 Is that like a double negative times two?  
 

We have to make sure that we tell all the reasons why they need to take 
action. Because doing nothing is a decision and their situation only gets 
worse. It does not get better. It’s not a situation of treading water. You are 
either sinking or swimming. You have to communicate that concept in your 
sales message or any other communications you do with them. 

 
 And, “Why they should do it now”, in other words give them the reasons 

why they should do it right now. Take action. Get on with your life. Enjoy 
these benefits. Solve your problems. Get going towards your goals.  

 
That’s basically what a USA is.  

 
 Let’s talk about some great examples of USA’s. We have some fill in the 

blanks here. I am going to list these off. A lot of you probably remember 
these things from years gone by, the first one… 

 
 “Hot fresh pizza delivered in 30 minutes or less, guaranteed.” 

 
 What is that one from?  
 
Participant: Domino’s. 
 
Mark: Domino’s Pizza. They don’t use that anymore do they? I don’t even know 

what they use anymore. “Hot fresh pizza delivered in 30 minutes or less, 
guaranteed.” That really sums up their position in the marketplace for all 
those years they used it. You notice they did not even say the pizza was 
good.  

 
Participant: It wasn’t. 
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Mark: Right. It got better as time went by. They set those places up near the 
college campuses where their big market was college students, and I 
guess they were more interested in getting it delivered to the dorms 
quickly and having a pizza party.  

 
 The second one, “When it absolutely, positively has to be there overnight.”  
 
Participant: Federal Express. 
 
Mark: That has changed the world, right? It’s just amazing they can do that. I 

was thinking about it the other day. How you could put something in a 
drop box and have it on somebody else’s desk at 10:00 the next morning. 
It just amazes me.   

 
 How about, “You deserve a break today.” 
 
Participant: McDonald’s. 
 
Mark: Now, interestingly, we are starting to get into slogans, but these are really 

good slogans. They actually define the benefits the company is offering. 
There are other slogans that don’t work well at all. The first two are 
absolutely terrific unique selling advantages or USA, unique selling 
propositions.  

 
“You deserve a break today.” Who are they talking about? You! They’re 
talking about you and you deserve it. 

 
 What emotional hot button does that hit? Of course, we deserve a break. 

Everyone wants a break. And when do you want it? Now, today. So that’s 
a really good phrase they came up with.  

 
 How about, “Tastes great, less filing.”  
 
Participant: Wasn’t that a light beer? 
 
Mark: Yes, Miller Light Beer. In those four words, they really summed up the two 

great benefits of their light beer.  
 

Back in Claude Hopkins’ days when he helped Schlitz Beer get to number 
one, we don’t have time to go through that story. You should be able to 
read that, I think, in Scientific Advertising. If It’s not in there, it’s in My Life 
In Advertising. You can hunt down a copy of that and read the story of 
how he helped make Schlitz Beer go to number one. Or you can call me 
up sometime and I will tell you the story.  
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 Miller Light, basically, preempted all the competition by telling people that 

you can have great tasting beer and because it’s a light beer, it’s less 
filling. They preempted their marketplace and became the light beer of 
choice, I think.  

 
 Do you remember this one, “99 and 44/100% pure?”  
 
Participant: Ivory Soap. 
 
Mark: Absolutely. Why is it more powerful for them to say 99 44/100 % pure 

rather than 100% pure?  
 
Participant: Specificity. 
 
Mark: Yes, specificity. That’s another thing that sells. Specifics sell, not 

generalities but specifics. If you have taken the time to measure this down 
to 99 44/100% pure, what does that say about the rest of your sales 
message?  

 
Participant: It’s more believable. 
 
Mark: It’s more believable, more credible and accepted as true more quickly.  
 
 Do you remember, “Fast, fast, fast relief?”  
 
Participant: Was that Alka-Seltzer?  
 
Mark: Good guess. You are along the right line. What is one thing, that you 

would just love to get rid of fast?  
 
Participant: You know, you have stumped me on this one.  
 
Participant: Headache? 
 
Participant: It’s Anacin, the headache relief: Fast, fast, fast relief.  
 
Participant: I really thought it was Alka-Seltzer as well.  
 
Mark: That would be a good guess.  
 
 Do you remember, “It takes a licking and keeps on ticking?” 
 
Participant: Timex watches. 
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Mark: All of these include main benefits to the prospect customer and there is 

absolutely no guessing why they should buy. Would that be right?  
 
Participant: Right. 
 
Mark: Let me give you another example. Don’t blurt out the answer. We are 

going to take a test here in a second. I want you to write the answer to this 
extra point question in the blank.  

 
 What company uses the bunny to sell batteries? Write down your answer.  
 
 Does everyone have something written down? Okay, what are our 

answers? 
 
Participant: Eveready. 
 
Participant: I wrote Duracell. They did something wrong there because Energizer is 

what I came up with and that’s not the brand. 
 
Mark: Okay, who else? 
 
Participant: They studied that. Most people think It’s Duracell.  
 
Mark: Who else? 
 
Participant: Energizer bunny is what the name of the bunny was. 
 
Mark: Who else? 
 
Participant: Eveready. 
 
Mark: Okay, who else? 
 
Participant: Eveready. 
 
Mark: Okay, who else? 
 
Participant: Eveready. 
 
Mark: You are making sure this is what you wrote down, not what you are 

hearing right? 
 
Participant: I don’t even have my notes. 
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Mark: Here is the answer… here is the drum roll. The company’s name is 

Eveready. It was the Energizer Bunny. But when you ask the regular 
public, they will come up with Duracell many times. It’s usually about a 
50/50 split.  

 
 This is a terrific example of somebody who came up with something really 

clever, we all know, but as far as knowing which company did it, It’s really 
confusing. 

 
 All we remember is this dumb, little, pink bunny beating a drum going 

across our television sets.  
 

How many millions of dollars have they spent making the Energizer Bunny 
an icon of our society where half the population picks up Duracell 
batteries? Somehow they need to take a little bit more thinking on how to 
get that bunny into the brain of people so they remember exactly who It’s.  

 
Participant: Can I make an example of someone who did something right? Serta, 

whoever came up with the sheep idea. They are the most humorous set of 
commercials. You actually want to watch them. The latest one where the 
sheep gets kicked out of the window because it’s sleeping on the bed… 
It’s humorous!  

 
Mark: There has to be a unique benefit in that message to make it worthwhile so 

you are not throwing away your money. Most of us just don’t have millions 
and millions of dollars of stockholder money to throw away on advertising. 
So when you put out that message, people don’t know exactly who that 
message is from and what the proposition is. That’s my point. 

 
 Let’s talk about some free tools to get information on your competitors. I 

suggest you get that free Alexa Toolbar. Here is the link, alexa.com  
 
 That takes about a minute to install. It attaches directly to your browser. It 

gets you a whole bunch of information.  
 
 This is like taking a quick pulse to see what kind of traffic flow a website 

has so that you can find out what your competitors are up to, if they might 
be good joint venture partners to see what kind of traffic they’re generating 
to those websites.  

 
If you find websites that typically are showing a ranking at Alexa of 
100,000 or less, they’re doing pretty good. If you are in the top 100,000 
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out of six million websites, you are getting most of the traffic in the world 
probably coming to your site.  

 
 Google: www.google.com. Let’s go there. I know everyone knows how to 

use search engines, but let’s put in Vitamin C and see what comes up. 
 
 You have www.VitaminCFoundation.org. These are non-profits. 

Sometimes non-profits turn out to be selling organizations. So you never 
know.  

 
Participant: The question is when I am looking at this site on Google and you see on 

the top it says “Results 1 of 10 of about 3.5 million”. I am a little confused 
sometimes. When I am looking at this number on Google, is this the 
number of searches that has been done today 3.5 million?  

 
Mark: No, these are the number of webpages. 
 
Participant: Okay, that refers to Vitamin C.  
 
Mark: So you can see how competitive Vitamin C would be; just that key word 

phrase. There are 3.5 million pages that talk about Vitamin C that Google 
has indexed.  

 
Participant: I see. So Google does not at all tell you how many people have actually 

been searching. 
 
Mark: That’s correct.  
 
Participant: I got you. Thanks. 
 
Mark: The other thing to do is see the paid ads, the sponsored links on the right 

side. Obviously, they’re in the business to try to make money because 
they’re spending money to get people to their sites.  

 
If possible, be nice like I always say, go ahead and type in their address 
instead of clicking on their link. Clicking on their link is going to cost them 
money. I am of the opinion that if you are doing research it would be nice 
of you to not cost them advertising dollars. Maybe somebody will be nice 
to you someday.  

 
 Another tool you can use is Toolbar.Google.com Go over there right now. 

This is similar is Alexa. It’s going to attach itself to your browser. It’s going 
to give you a little bit different information. One of the things the Google 
toolbar gives you is the page rank. It has to do with how many people are 

http://www.google.com/
http://www.vitamincfoundation.org/
http://toolbar.google.com/
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linking to that page and the popularity of everything being linked together 
on the Internet; people linking to you and you to them. 

 
 Google does take into consideration on their ranking system what your 

page rank score is. I don’t use the Google toolbar too much. Every once in 
a while I will use it to see those kinds of things but I am more fond of 
Alexa. I can see estimated traffic flow and do a little more research into 
markets that way. We are going to go into that a little deeper shortly. Here 
is another tool that I find really, really handy. 

 
 It’s called the WhoIsUltra. It’s free.  
 
 What it allows you to do is pop in somebody’s domain name. If they have 

not made it private to you, you will be able to see everything: who 
registered it, their name, address, telephone number everything you need 
to contact them. That’s a handy tool also. 

 
Participant: Is that different from the toolbar on Alexa as well? Alexa also allows you to 

(inaudible). 
 
Mark: Yes, Alexa will do that. Seems to me I remember the owner of the Alexa 

website had to input that data. A lot of times, you will find websites that 
don’t have that information.  

 
 There are all these free tools you can use. You can piece it all together. 

Everything you need to know, that we are talking about can be gleaned 
from all those links and toolbars and such.  

 
(continues on Session Three audio part 3B) 

 
Let’s go to www.Alexa.com and take a little tour there. There are a few 
different things you can see here. You can browse by market sectors, 
which is exactly what you want to be doing. Instead of shooting in the dark 
we are able to drill down, we will look at this a little closer here.  

 
On the front page there are all kinds of information for you to look at. Don’t 
click on anything, just look. Right now we can browse subjects. We can 
look at the top 500 sites and find out what are the top sites in each market 
sector. 

 
 We can look at Movers and Shakers (the What’s Hot section) which is kind 

of interesting. What that does is lets you know what things are gaining in 
popularity whether they’re fads, which are going to be flashes in the pan or 
trends that will continually be growing. As a marketer you may want to 

http://www.alexa.com/
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check in here everyone once in a while and look and see what is coming 
into vogue, coming into fashion or what is going out. 

 
 Those are the kinds of things in keeping the feel of the pulse of the 

marketplace. This is a terrific tool.  
 

Let’s click on recreation. I am just trying to pick market segments here. 
They’re a little bit different.  

 
 We open up here and we see on the right side there are some sponsored 

listings, reviewers and most popular in recreation sites. These are broad 
strokes. Three out of those five are travel sites, the big names that you 
know. 

 
 Let’s not open those up right now. Let’s go back to the left side of the page 

and click on audio. So we have the big section recreation and the sub-
head audio. We are going to browse audio. It says there are currently 247 
in there. We pop that open. Let’s look on the right side. We have some 
paid ads and a review. Let’s go to number two, Audio Revolution. Right 
click on it if you haven’t already so it opens up a new browser.  

 
 We have this website open called Audio Video Revolution. A couple of 

things to ask yourself, what kind of traffic flow do they have? You can look 
on the next page. Let’s try to work this down together here. On the third 
page, what kind of traffic flow do they have? Look at the Alexa rank they 
have. Currently it is what?  

 
Participant: 55,226. 
 
Mark: Right, 55,226 and you would know that if you have the Alexa toolbar 

installed. What type of site would you say this is? Is it an information site? 
Is it a sales site? Is it ad driven? Is it product driven? Is it service driven?  

 
Participant: Product driven. 
 
Mark: Yes, It’s very much product driven.  
 
Participant: Yes, It’s an Internet product site. 
 
Mark: Right. Now how touchy feely does this make you feel?  
 
Participant: Not at all. 
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Mark: Right. Let’s look over here currently, if somebody is listening to this later, 
but on this site on the left side there is equipment reviews. Let’s click on 
the one they have right there, “Click here for more info.” You just click the 
picture and it will go there.  

 
 Our example here is some kind of projector. It’s a high definition projector. 

It looks like it’s going to tell you a little bit about it give you a little history of 
the Marantz Corporation. I don’t know that it really talks about somebody 
actually using it. It doesn’t give you any kind of approach or empathetic 
story does it all?  

 
Participant: No. 
 
Mark: It’s nuts and bolts right. 
 
Participant: Click down when you read the type though. It’s like $13,000. It’s a pricey 

projector.  
 
Participant: Mark I have a question. We went to the website itself, the Audio Video 

Revolution from www.Alexa.com. We scrolled down and went through the 
different maneuvers and we got to this particular web page. I have the 
Alexa toolbar closest to the web page itself. Does it do it automatically tell 
you or do you have to actually input or type in Audio Revolution inside the 
little Alexa toolbar? 

 
Mark: Let’s look at the toolbar. Let’s go back to the main page of Audio 

Revolution. If you have your Alexa toolbar then go to the middle of it 
where it says “Info” and where the number is. Left click on the two arrows 
to the right of “Info.”  A box will open up. See all the contact information? A 
lot of information is included in that. If you want to take a real quick look 
click on those two little down arrows next to the word “Info.” 

 
 If you close that box out by clicking anywhere, if you click the word “Info” 

then It’s going to take you over to the Alexa page where you see all the 
information on the site.  

 
Participant: Got it. 
 
Mark: Great question. Thank you for bring that up. Next to that on the Alexa 

toolbar is “Linking in and linking out.” Click on the little arrows. People who 
visit Audio Revolution also visit these other sites. Now what you are able 
to see is the way traffic moves around the Internet. That’s one of the neat 
things about Alexa. People who use that toolbar agree to let them track 

http://www.alexa.com/
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how they’re surfing the Internet. The information it provides marketers is 
what traffic patterns go between websites.  

 
 Why is that important to you? Once again you are trying to look for other 

relationships that may benefit you down the road, to do more market 
research and to find more joint venture partners that would benefit you. 

 
 If you click on the graphic next to that it will actually take you to the Alexa 

site where it has more detail. There is all kind of stuff inside here. That’s 
the Alexa toolbar; as far as what’s quick and easy. The type of site they 
have is more of a product sales site. If you are looking in this kind of 
marketplace and you see that everybody is doing this kind of site they’re 
zigging; what do want to consider doing? 

 
 Zagging, or taking a product site and making it a little bit more empathetic. 

You may have to test this. It may be this is the way to approach that 
marketplace, that people buying audio video gear may just want nuts and 
bolts and features. I suggest to you that you really need to explore the 
concept of telling them the benefits of that switch. It’s one thing to say you 
have this remote control and it has all these buttons on it that do this, that 
and the other. 

 
 But what is the main benefit of that remote control? You don’t have to get 

up off the couch, right? Most of the time when you read about that stuff 
people never get to that level of telling people the main benefit.  

 
What are they selling; solutions to problems or achieving goals or both? 
 
For somebody that’s into high price or fancy audio video this may be a 
hobby or something they have in interest in. 

 
 Obviously, if they’re into audio they’re into music and it’s a way to help 

them enjoy, which is achieving things right?... pleasure, so they’re 
probably on the side of trying to accomplish something, in other words 
enjoying their hobbies. However, problem solving does come into it by 
purchasing the right equipment to match the room size they have and all 
the technical details they want and need to enjoy and the like. 

 
 Let’s poke around this site just a little bit. Do they have a list that you can 

join? Can we spot that? Membership; let’s click there and see what’s 
going on. Now I have not analyzed this site. I am doing this with you. Let’s 
see what’s going on. They have some membership sites or at least this 
section is, right? What do you get for all this? Oh, they have a little 
introductory. 
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 What they have is a few different levels of memberships it looks like. 

They’re packaging together some special deals to get you to be a 
customer, right? See all the stuff you can pick off and choose? Like I said, 
I have not looked at this real closely to see what they’re up to. Let’s go 
back to the home page again. See if we can find any other way that we 
can get on their list. 

 
Participant: I have not looked at it but it says. “AV News”. I don’t know if that’s a 

newsletter or what yet. 
 
Mark: AV News, okay. Let’s look at that. AV News archive. They have just 

archived this. Let’s open up July 6. Finally, we get down to it. If you open 
up one of those articles it says, “Want to receive more news like this 
directly in your in box once a week? Sign up for the weekly email update 
list.” So they have it hidden in a link, as far as I can tell in AV News. 
Everybody sees that right? What is the lesson there?  

 
Participant: It’s too far away. 
 
Mark: Man, it’s too far away. Unless you are really hungry for it you would never 

find it. Why not have the offers to get on our list on every page? Is it 
anywhere on the home page? Let’s take a quick look and put all our 
eyeballs there. 

 
Participant: They do have a contest to enter and become a member right in the center 

of the page at the top. 
 
Mark: Membership program? 
 
Participant: Yes, “Win this system.” There is a contest to enter as an enticement to 

sign up. 
 
Mark: Let’s look at that. Okay, that’s the same page we were on wasn’t it? So if 

we were going to help these folks one of the first things you would do is 
say, “It would be a really good idea to have a Newsletter subscription form 
on every page, especially the home page which is where people like us 
are looking for it. Make it easy for people to subscribe.”  

 
 The reason we want people on that list is so we can develop that 

relationship over time. The first time people come to your site the 
likelihood that they will buy is pretty slim unless they have been referred to 
your site by somebody they know, like and trust by way of an 
endorsement.  
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Participant: Did anybody else get a pop-under? I had one when I went to that website. 
 
Mark: Yes, I got one that opened up.  
 
Participant: I closed it.  
 
Mark: It has offers for four different DVD audio disks.  
 
Participant: So there was no mechanism on that to join a Newsletter? 
 
Mark: No.  
 
Participant: So they’re selling you something right now was way more important than 

collecting your email address? 
 
Mark: Apparently so. They may have found that it’s just not worth their while to 

mess with people who want to get on a free list.  
 
Participant: They have a place down at the bottom, way down under advanced search 

where you can sign up for email. But it’s definitely buried. 
 
Mark: Where is it? Advanced Search? Okay, you are right. There it is, “Sign up 

for email,” my goodness. 
 
Participant: Definitely buried though. 
 
Mark: Okay, but there is a big lesson for us on the call tonight and anybody 

listening later. These kinds of things count. The reason you would want to 
be on their list is so you can see how they communicate with their 
customers… What kinds of offers they’re making… Are they working their 
back-end?... Do they do joint venture deals?  

 
 All these kinds of things you want to be looking into so that when you are 

in a position to do your own Newsletters or are looking for joint venture 
partners who service your marketplace you already have an idea who you 
might want to call. 

 
 You will want to get on the lists of people that are real sharp in your 

market niche. Let’s go down our list a little bit. What type of home page do 
they have? Is it a sales directory or is it a sales page or is it content 
driven?  

 
Participants: It looks like a sales page. 
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Mark: What I mean by sales page is a direct marketing sales letter. This is more 

of a directory. It’s a catalog directory. There is a little bit of content; audio 
video news. It looks like they have some feeds on various articles that are 
happening with this RSS which is news feed.  

 
 You can put a lot of content on your site pretty easily these days. That’s a 

topic for some other time. But if you are interested in that just go to Google 
and type in RSS and get educated between now and later.  

 
Can you find a contact person and how to contact them; a real live person 
and a real name? “Contact us” on the top right hand side and at the 
bottom also; sponsor sites, types, advertising rates, banner ad, privacy 
policy. Let’s look at sponsor sites and see what they say.  
 
Here are some relationships they have set up...  

 
 If you go down to the bottom of that page you can subscribe to their 

Newsletter list. That’s amazing, go back to the home page. Let’s go to 
“Contact, advertising rate.” It does give a person down at the bottom, 
director of marketing. Let’s go back to the home page and look at contact 
again.  

 
This website is a little more corporate oriented.  You want the contact to 
be the person who owns the whole thing instead of a do-it-yourself web 
shop if you are doing the Internet stuff, or if it’s a brick and mortar 
business, you want to get in touch with that business owner. Maybe a 
small or medium sized business is going to be easier for you to do joint 
ventures with to start out with.  

 
Participant: Look at how they do this sweepstakes. It’s on the rate card. That’s 

interesting. They’re generating clients to sell products on their site 
because of the sweepstakes entry. 

 
Mark: So they do some kind of sweepstakes.  
 
Participant: Every month. 
 
Mark: Yes, and it talks about it a little bit. You can come back to this site and 

look around a little more. Let’s go back to the home page again and move 
on to the next topic. I am just trying to give you a way that I look at things 
to try to glean the information.  
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 Who else links to them? We can use that Alexa toolbar for that. See where 
the number is on the Alexa toolbar, 55,226. To the right of that you have 
the link access with the little arrows. 

 
 Click on the arrows that are pointing down. It opens up a box. Here it gives 

you probably 10 different links. The blue box opened up right? If you look 
down further you will see there are 909 links to this site. They have some 
pretty good linking going in, those people that think highly of Audio Video 
Revolution. Those people would be in-the-know that this is a hub of 
activity. 

 
 You have possibilities there for more research into the marketplace and 

some real good joint venture possibilities. Those are the kinds of things 
you are looking for in your marketplace.  

 
The next question is going to be interesting and one you really need to 
think about. I don’t know that we have time to actually figure this out but 
let’s take a quick look. What is their unique selling advantage or their 
unique selling proposition? Do they have one?  

 
Participant: There is certainly not one stated. 
 
Mark: Right off the bat it doesn’t seem to be obviously stated. Let’s assume 

they’re a magazine and this is a magazine format. Magazines really make 
their revenue by selling advertising. Because of the web and linking and 
affiliate programs they have a way to monetize or eyeball, to send people 
over to someplace where they can buy DVD’s and CD’s and the like. Can 
you find anything on here that makes them unique as far as their 
marketplace? 

 
 If we went to the other magazine, audio magazine websites maybe it 

would be more obvious, I don’t know.  
 
Participant: One thing I have noticed is that they’re offering some contests where you 

can win free stuff. 
 
Mark: Right, they have the sweepstakes, the contest that you can enter. That 

maybe gets people to come back to the site and drives more traffic to the 
site so they can show their advertisers that, “We have a lot of eyeballs that 
come to our site.” That’s the advertising game. In magazines, in print, 
television and radio most of them are set up for you to pay them for either 
the time or space. It’s up to you to make the sales. 
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 It’s costing you money whether you are making sales or not. As direct 
marketers, we understand that what we want to be doing is paying only for 
sales when they happen. That’s the best possible words for the way I think 
and for the way you are picking up on also. You don’t want to be paying 
for advertising that doesn’t work. Is there any kind of unique selling 
proposition here?  

 
Participant: If there is one it would be they’re pretty comprehensive with covering 

many of the bases that might be hot buttons for people interested in this 
type of thing. 

 
Mark: Do you see the banner at the very top? If after visiting five of the top audio 

video sites would it make any difference to the rest of this site if we could 
change just the banner at the top? Do you understand what I am saying? 
They tend to all just plug in and be the same. You just stick a new name at 
the top and everything else would seem no different. That’s not good, is 
what I am saying. 

 
 You actually have to make the whole experience unique, whatever that is. 

You want to be asking these questions when you are looking at your 
competitive marketplace.  

 
Next question, do they have a unique selling advantage that other 
competitors do not have? That’s not obvious to us at this website.  

 
 Who else may be joint venture partners with them already? Click on the 

contact information button from the home page and you can see sponsor 
sites. These people are paying to be a sponsor on this site. They’re not 
necessarily joint venture partners. Sponsor typically implies that cash is 
being paid. There may be some joint venture partners hidden away here 
somehow, but typically publications are not run that way.  

 
If you were in this business the question would be what products or 
services do they offer that could make back-end sales for you as a joint 
venture partner or at least as an affiliate? If they’re selling print magazines 
and you were in the business of audio video reviews you could strike up a 
deal where you offer subscriptions to their magazines or sell memberships 
to this site. 

 
 Basically that’s what the membership is, it’s a subscription to their services 

and you get goodies every once in a while like a subscriber.  
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That’s a quick overview of the process. Depending on the marketplace all 
these variables are going to change. The looks of the website will be 
different.  
 
But what you absolutely want to learn is what is everybody else doing? 

 
 You want to see that most of your marketplace is probably doing the same 

thing.  
 

The one great thing we learned here tonight is differences sell. If you want 
to be noticed you have to be different than your competition, on the way 
you treat your customers and the look of your business whether it be 
website or brick and mortar. All these things come into it to where you are 
creating a unique experience. 

 
 When people see your place for the first time they can immediately “get it”. 

They can understand why they should buy from you rather than any of 
your competitors, rather than do it themselves and do nothing at all and 
why they should do it now. This is our working definition of the unique 
selling advantage.  

 
What I would suggest you do in your marketplace is to make a list of the 
top 100 competitors to give you something to work with. 

 
 You will go through some later on that you will want to joint venture with. 

You will hear a lot of no’s because they won’t understand the concept. 
That’s okay. You will move on because your list is big enough. You just 
work your way though it and find ones that are open to the idea of making 
more money in less time with less frustration. Most business people are 
interested in that. 

 
 Then pick the top 10 in your marketplace and do more thorough research. 

See if you can’t develop your own unique selling advantage that would 
make your offer the obvious choice above and beyond the other choices 
available in your marketplace.  

 
 Now we are starting to get into the nitty-gritty. The first two sessions were 

spent talking about human psychology. Now we are starting to focus a 
little more on what is really happening in your marketplace. You are 
starting to understand your customers from your own perspective and your 
own research during those first two sessions. Now we are trying to figure 
out how do your competitors think the marketplace works? 
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 You have a leg up on them if you have done your homework in the first 
two sessions. You have discovered for yourself how your marketplace 
feels about things. This is a lot more important than what you think the 
marketplace thinks about what they want.  

 
The feelings are always more important than the thoughts.  
 
Most of your competitors in your marketplace are going to be thinking they 
know what their customers want rather than taking the time to find out how 
their customers feel about things. 

 
 We all know that people buy with their emotions and justify with logic after 

they made that emotional decision, always.  
 

Most anybody that has any inkling of good sales strategy will tell you that 
but that thing needs to be pounded into us time and time and time again. 
Let me be quiet and see if you have any questions or comments or 
observations? 

 
Participant: I can make an observation. The way you set this program up from the very 

start of going in with the basics and getting us in that frame of mind is true 
genius, because without the foundations and the reasons why it’s a little 
tough to carry off. You have to have the faith and that has been very 
effective. I really welcome that, getting back to the basics. Companies pay 
people thousands and thousands of dollars to do this kind of stuff because 
it’s worth so much. 

 
 You can’t really put a price tag or an income figure on it because it can 

pay you off for 20 or 30 years down the road. 
 
Mark: Most people will never take the time to do this. If they’re paying someone 

else to do this most of the time they’re not getting the real information. 
They’re doing surveys where they just ask people questions, what would 
you do, what do you think? It’s not a buying situation, so they’re not 
responding how they normally would. All of that market research is really 
worthless.  

 
Participant: Useless, absolutely useless. 
 
Mark: You are all are privy to a really different approach to business, whether it 

be offline or online. We are focusing all of this on Internet based 
businesses but you will also see that when we work together you will hear 
suggestions of using some offline marketing to drive traffic and the 
relationship.  
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 Does anybody else have any questions or comments? 
 
Participant: My marketplace is bigger than I thought.  
 
Mark: Okay! That brings up a thought, which all thoughts always bring up other 

thoughts. If your marketplace is bigger than you thought start looking for 
niche markets within your marketplace. Keep drilling down a little bit 
smaller if you can. If you get to the point where you get overwhelmed at 
the size of the thing, look and see if there are marketplaces you can go 
deeper down into.  

 
 Let’s go back to Alexa. 
 
 Does everybody still have that window open when we were in the audio 

section? We clicked in subjects, recreation audio. On the left side of the 
page we clicked on the most popular. Let’s look on the left side of the 
page and let’s go down to related subjects.  

 
 You can see recreation autos and audio alarms for automobiles. See how 

that drills down there? So, Alexa is going to be really valuable to you as 
far as being able to go to a broad marketplace, down to a little smaller 
marketplace, and even tighter down. 

 
 You can also do this over at Yahoo. Their search stuff is built this way too. 

It’s a drill down situation. That would be another place for you to look for 
some market research into this competitive mindset.  

 
We only have a few more minutes here. Let’s wrap it up with what we 
want to work on the next couple of weeks.  
 
You want to use the market research tools you have been using and some 
the new ones we talked about tonight to find 100 of your competitors in 
your target market niche. 

 
 Like I said if your market niche seems to be too big try to keep drilling 

down to where it becomes manageable and you can start seeing some 
patterns. I think that’s what you are really trying to do at this point is trying 
to find competitors that you can say, “Yes, this is my ballpark that I am 
playing in. This is my pond and here are the real players involved.” Divide 
them up into ABC’s if you want to; the big players, the medium players 
and the small players. 
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 We talked about this a couple of weeks ago. You always want to find who 
the winners are. You want to find the ones are very, very positive. 
Eventually you want to be associating yourself with as many of those 
winners who are positive in your marketplace. That’s going to position you 
in a real positive place and as a winner to be dealt with.  

 
Number two, out of those 100 take 10 who are in the top and do one of 
these complete competitive analysis of everything we have been looking 
at today. 

 
 Somehow write this stuff down so you have access to it, for example in a 

text pad. Some of you have been putting together nice little spread sheets. 
Some of you may be putting pen on paper. I didn’t dictate how you should 
do this. I just want you to develop your system.  

 
 Then when you talk to me I am the one who has to adapt to your style. I 

purposely left it open like that where you can work the way you work 
easiest and for you to understand. When we talk I will adapt to your 
situation. I figured that would be easier for you than for me to force my 
habits on you.  

 
 Discover what they’re really offering and how you can define your USA to 

preempt a unique position in your marketplace. That tonight is the big 
goal. Find out what everybody else is doing… Most of it’s going to be the 
same... Pull the best ideas that you can from your marketplace 
competitors and build your unique position in your marketplace that will 
put you head over heels above everybody else. 

 
 Then note how you could possible use your competitor as back-end 

revenue sources for your own business or set up possible cross-
promotions to help generate more traffic whether online or offline to your 
businesses.  

 
I always like to give you the reason why because that’s one of the things 
you need to do. Just like you need to know the motivations of your 
customers, you also need to understand the motivations and approaches 
of your competitors to your market niche so you can position your 
business as a unique and obvious choice. 

  
 You will not get all the customers in your market niche so make friends 

with a few quality competitors and send them the ones you don’t sell and 
let them send you the ones they don’t sell. You may want to highlight and 
circle it and write that out a few times. There is no way that everyone in 
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the world is going to like you and want to be a customer and friend of 
yours, and that’s okay. You have to accept that fact. 

 
 The good news is there is no way that your competitors are going to get 

everybody either. Get the ones you can and the ones you can’t sell, at 
least for now, develop a referral system to where you can benefit in some 
way with your competitors.  

 
 There are all kinds of businesses that do this already. It’s just that they 

haven’t done it in a structured way and a reciprocal way so that it benefits 
people back and forth either in dollars and cents or just traffic flow or 
whatever arrangement you can set up, start thinking how you can do that.  

 
Learn to cooperate with others for the benefit of your customers. Always, 
always, always make sure that your customers are the ones that win, first 
and foremost.  
 
Your customers must win, because if you don’t have customers you don’t 
have a business. That’s the greatest asset that will be on your balance 
sheet ever.  
 
Amazingly, I never see it on anybody’s balance sheet. There is no line that 
say, “Customers.” Without them none of the other stuff matters. When the 
accountant prints out my balance sheet I always write in “Customers” to 
remind me that this is the reason why everything else is on that sheet, the 
income statement, the balance sheet, assets, liabilities and the like.  
 
Always make sure you write in, “Customers” as one of the lines and circle 
it. 

 
 If you could learn to cooperate with 10 of your competitors for the benefit 

of your customers can you imagine what that would do to the profit 
potential of your business?  

 
I am going to leave you with that thought tonight okay?  
 
Did you have any other questions?  

 
 That’s all I have for this evening. I will look forward to hearing from you. 

Keep in touch with me. I am here if you need some help.   
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